winterQcs . b r i s . ac .uk W e bring together two subjects in the realm of quantum information theory that might at first glance seem f a r apart: the theory of universal computation in a quantum computer, and noise resistant coding of classical information in quantum channels.
I. PROGRAMMABLE QUANTUM GATES
In classical (universal) computers programs can be understood as a special kind of data. For quantum computers, where programs require implementation of a unitary map, this is true only allowing approximate implementation. The hope to make use of the continuum of states t o represent the continuum of unitaries, is doomed: in a simple model, the programmable quantum gate, introduced by Nielsen and Chuang (Phys. Rev. Letters, vol. 79, pp. 321-324, 1997), where a unitary G acts on a finite composite system %D @ % p , there are only at most dim X p many I$) E % p such that (These are the exactly implemented "programs").
However, there are of course arbitrarily good approximations. The scaling question is if for a composite "data" system ZD, @ % D~ a completely new control G must be constructed, or if a tensor product GI @Gz of approximate programmable quantum gates for the individual systems suffices: the hope being that entangled "programs" may define entangling evolution between %D, and 310,.
Unfortunately it turns out that in this way n o entangling unitary can be approximated. The intuitive reason is that no interaction between the "data" systems takes place, and the only correlation in the form of possible entaglement is traced out.
QUANTUM CHANNELS AND
CLASSICAL INFORMATION Typically, a quantum channel is modelled by a completely positive, trace preserving map cp : a(%) + B(Z') between two quantum systems, and the coding of classical information is by preparing states at the input, and sending them through. The capacity of such a channel is given by C(cp) = max{,i,pi} I ( p ; cp(a)), with the Holevo mutual information Note that this can be wrong (contary to the entanglement-unassisted case, where it is generally believed to be true).
REDUCTIONS
We have encountered two paradigms of coding in quantum channels, the first in the established discussion, the second in the previous section:
State preparation:
The encoder m a y prepare any state o n the input system space % for the quantum channel cp : a(%) + a(%'). It is shown that these two ways of coding can be reduced t o each other, 1 + 2 exactly, 2 + 1 with arbitrary precision, by appending a simulation machine at the front end of the transmission system. These two reductions, however, are of a very different nature, as we can see by considering their behaviour under tensor products of channels: while the reduction 1 -+ 2 scales alright (any entangled input state can be obtained by a suitable entangling operation on the product of the initial states), the reduction 2 -+ 1 that we proposed does not: otherwise we had a scaling programmable quantum gate.
In conclusion, we have drawn attention t o a discrepancy between two concepts of encoding information via quantum channels, either as actions or more specially as state preparations. An attempted, naturally looking, reduction of the more general scenario t o the usual one was shown to fail, because no scalable programmable quantum gates exist. This leads us to conjecture that the additivity question for quantum channel capacity really is not about "whether entangled inputs help", but rather "whether entangling inputs help". 
